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Money main hurdle for sorority houses
Jeontte arm
Stan W r !e,

)1"

:ment
Major Organization

EMPLOYERS DO!
Stores reek organizations have !belief-a

Despite long standing rumor, no
University of Maine rule exists which
prohibits sorority houses from being
established on campus because they
might be mistaken for brothels.
Research by The Dairy Maine Campus could find no state law to that effect either.
Yet, no sorority houses have been
established at UMaine since the 1920s.
Joann Magill, clerk of the UMaine
board of trustees, said she doubts a rule
against sorority houses ever existed.
"We've been through all of the board
of trusteesminutes from early on until
the 1920s and found provisions in the
minutes that the board would have used to approve a sorority house," she
vow; none of them are mironties. said.

The BOT voted; in January 1920. to
allow both Phi Mu and Alpha Omicron
PI to establish houses on campus.
William T. Lucy, associate dean of
Student Activities and Organizations.
said both of the sororities lost their
houses due to financial reasons.
Lack of financial backing still
presents the single greatest deterent
sororities face when they wish to
establish a sorority house.
"If a house Were to be built for a
sorority it would carry an initial down
payment of 1100,000 and would carry
a total cost of between 1500,000 and
1600,000, said Lucy. ..
"Most alumni are not whiling to shell
out that kind of money for a sorority
house."
Sara Jean Rizkalla, president of
UMaine sororities' Panhellenic Council.
(see HOUSE page 2)

Task force forms to .review ResLife parties

high regard for foimer

University catered parties areunpopular, unprofitable

issistant and at the same
portant qualities.

Is NNW I OWN
stet writer
The University of Maine vicepresident for Student Services announced Thursday that he will form a task
force to review university policies on
Residential Life catered parties.
John Halstead said."We need to find
a policy that is acceptable tia fraternities
and stays inside both university policy
on dnnking and state law."
Halstead said he hasn't selected all the
members of his task force yet, but more
titan half of of them will be students
"There are some problems with the
current policy, but ResLife has been unfairly c-riticiled. They're simply trying to
serve the needs of the students," he
said
Although no ResLife catered party
has made money or broken even since
thcy began this year. Halstead said that
was not a major factor in creating the
task force.
"ResLife does have to be responsible
for (its) budget, but that was not what
prompted the task force." he said.
The person Halstead chose to chair
the task force. William Lucy, astociate
dean of Student Activities . and
Organizations. agrees.
'• The money is not really an issue
here." he said, "we just *ant to see if
we can make the policy more acceptable
to the fraternities."
11
Since the catered party poitc). a
stituted, fraternity members have
- become increasingly -thigrantled with
ResLife and one house began selling
anti-ResLife T-shirtv as a fund raiser
Halstead said the task force-should be
in place soon after Thanksgiving break
and he has given it a deadline of Feb
1 to come up with a policy mit* acceptable to students. .
"This is all based on student feedback. We've gotten some potentially
very good ideas," he said.
He said the task force will include
representatives from ResLife, the
Department of Public Safety, the
Memorial Union, and faculty meMbers
and members of various student groups
Administrators say the ,current
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ResLife catering policy was the result ot
a state law put into effect in September
which prohibits any entity from selling
alcohol without a liquor license.
State law does allow alcohol to be
given away without a lacen_se, but university policy forbids fraternities from
dispensing free beer.

NOW vows
to oppose
Kennedy
WASHINGTON(AP)— The National Organization for Women on
Thursday broke from the cautious
approach of liberal groups toward
Anthony M. Kennedy's Supreme
Court nomination, vowing to oppose
a nominee NOW considers "a
disaster" on *omen's issues.
NOW President Molly Yard told
reporters that a study ofa half-dozen
of the appellate judge's more than
400 opinions ,had convinced her
organization that the appallate judge
is a "sexist, a person unwilling to help
women in the struggle for equality."
"it's truly unacceptable to be a
sexist and to sit on the Supreme
(Letart. .' _Yard said.
At'the same time, the Senate
Judiciary Committee appeared on the
serge of setting a timetable for confirmation hearings.
Chairman Joseph R. Biden Jr.,
who met with White House Chief of
Staff Howard H. Baker Jr. and committee members, said the most likely
timetable would be to start hearings
about Jan N), have a committee vote
about Feb. 2 and begin floor debate
about Feb. 5.
A Mid December hearing 'date also
remained under consideration, Biden
(see NO

page )2)

Thc law also allows for the university to transfer its liquor., license and sell
alcohol off campus.
According to ResLife Director Scott
Anchors, ResLife has catered 10 parties
this semester.
"The structure is set up around a
policy of breaking even," he said. "So

.
far we've not been able to do that.
We've lost anywhere from $5 up to 1200
on each party."
Anchors has said recently that he is
concerned students living in dormitories,
who support ResLife financially, have
been subsidizing fraternity parties
because of this lack of profit.

Mothers discuss being
full-time students also
W

Lane

Stet Whier

Weekdays, University of Maine student Michaeleen Howatt awakens at 6 a.m.,
gets her two boys ready for school and sees them to the school bus by 8 a.m.
She spends the next three hours with her 4-year-old daughter before dropping
her off at daycare and zipping to her II a.m. class.
The rest of the day is split between classes, her children and homework, which
she often starts at 10 p.m.
"If I get five hours of sleep a night I'm lucky," said the 33-ytar-old mother
of three
(see SINGLE pop 2)

pboqo by Doug

Vanderweine

Judi(otnem, I amm, ThurNion. and Michaelees Howatiaieneis being single mothers
and full-time students ilunng a lecture "A part of Family Week.
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like mans non-traditional students
attending UMaine, Howart is a single
parent.
Thursdas afternoon, as part of Family 94 eek Howart, along with _ Judi
Cianern and Tamms Thurston; talked
about being both Cingle parents and fulltime students
Juggling the two roles is a series ot
trade-offs, they said. it requires balancing studies with taking care of their
children, work and eversdas things like
going to the grocery store.
"Time and money are the two things
you are short of,— said Thurston,
who has a five-year-old son. "My
priolities -110-111y-101T, nrc law+ things
like-paying the hills arid hosing

and then me.
Masterpiece .Theater on NIPBN and a large apartment _in Bangor with two
"I usually don't get to mt."
other single parents, which allowetthrr---spend time with my kids." -•
• • Ganem, Thurston and How att are all
They rel.% heasils on scholarships,. to itti off welfare •
disorced They came back to school
work and child support, and at times
She shares household respon.sibiliticboth out of a need to support themselves
hase had to apply for welfare'to pas the
cooking, cleaning -- with her
and their children, and a need for perhousemates and knows they- will babysit
bills
sonal growth:--Howatt said her espciives -are V-57 a -her son -rf need he. -thes say, being divorced
month while her income is S700. She
"A year ago, I was so overtvhehned
and trying to go back to school IS tough
receises S100 a week in snild support, I wanted to give up school and get a S'
because of stigmas — that because they
and the rest comes from working Friday an hour job," she said "Tended u;
are divorced thm hate mcn, that they
nights at Pat's PIZZA and from operating paying three-fourths of my salary to day
have come back to college to find
a small photographs studio:
care at the time. All I remember is feel
husbands, and that _ they have
"The only-way I can cursive is to take ing tired. oserwhelmed."
outrageous lifestyles
it one day at a time,' How att said. • Cianem. 31. has two boys. lake. 8,
'I often say to people.,'Look. I go
In addition, each of them pays, an and Scott, 6, who has cerebral palsy
to bed about nine o'clock,'" Ganem
average of about $22 a week for each - Scott goes to weekly therapy session,
--Iehtlel in c- lay care.
said- "Sometimes.•Bri-Am4ble-to-k-eiti==:
-and-requrres a tot of special attention to
rn-v-cs-es open long enough, I can watch
_ Thurston, 29, recently began sharing
Wit MOTHIR's par 121
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. said, "Even if the finances were
asotlable diem is still the major concenn.
of space
"Houses arc n-cit available on(oiler
Avenue and if they are the university
snaps them up in a second."
There are eight sororities on campus
and several of the sororities have more
than 4$ members. University policy
state* a sorority must have a minimum
Of 25 to 30 members to establish
house, Rizkalla said
''There are seseral sororities qualified
to hold a house and I'm sure they would
he thrilled to have one." she said.
"But the university has alto ready
money; it will.take all of the space
before sorority finances are even
available."
'Name President Dale Lick would
not say it was Wrong that there arc no
sorority houses but he does find it
strange.
tic said sorority houses would pro
habls raise the image of L-Maine and
make it more -appealing to [morning
f rcshmen
"! would tilpne•r! UXt."111!!, houses, but not with money," he said. "I might
assist in fund raising events for the pin
chase of property or to. - (turd a
building "
When asked if he would provide a
special notice to the sororities when pro
pert) became available he said he woul.!
he happs to provide that
"But there as no need to tell sororities
if someone is moving if the property
is not legally available to them
anyway," he said
Lick said there were two major problems the sororities would find in
developing a house: the legality of open
tug the sorority and the question of
whether he and the university would
perceive a sorority house as the best
utilization of university space.
"There are a lot of legal proceedings
to go through wheneser someone deals
with any property; I would have to make
sure the sorority complted with all of.the
laws when they estabhshed a house.
"Whether or not the space is being
put to its best use would be decided
ultimately by me. but I would not make
my decision without a wide satiety of input," he said.
Tom Ac.eto, vice president for Administrative Services, said there was no
question in his 'mind that a sorority
house could open on campus legally.
He said during his term irs office he
has given the sororities three opportunities to take over abandoned (rater
nit y houses.
"They were offered the opportunity'
to rent the houses for a period of time,
but they declined every time," he
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a large apartment in Bangor with two
other single parents, which allossecther---to get off welfare
She shares household responsibilities
-- cooking, cleaning -- with her
homemates and knows they will babysit
her lam if need be. --"A year ago, I was so overwhelmed;
I wanted to give up school and get a Sc
an hour job," she said "I ended up
pasing three-fourths of ms salars to day,
care at the time. All 1 remember is feeling tired. oservihelmed. •
Ganem. 31, has two boys. Jake. 8.
and Scott. 6, who has cerebral palsy
Scott pet to Week!) therapy sessions
a tor cif special attention to
ie4
(see MOTHERS page 12)
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ven if the finances were
said,
• -available there is still the major concerts_
of space
"Houses tiffiftsrivartable on (011ege
Asenue and if they are the uniyersit',
snaps them up in a second "
There are eight sororities on campus
and seseral of the sororities hase more
than 45 members 1 •niscrsity polky
states a sorority must have a minimum
U3 tó30 merntsers to establish a
house, Rizkalla said
"There arc seseral sororities qualified
to hold a house and I'm sure they would
he thrilled to have one," she said.
"But the unisersits has a lot of ready
money; it will take all of the space
before sorority finances are even
as
"
UMame President Dale Lick would
riot say it was Wrong that there are no
sorority houses but he does find it
strange.
He said sorority houses would probahls raise the image of UMaine and
make it more -appealing to incoming
freshmen
"! would support wrest!) holism, but not with money," he said. •'l might
assist in fund raising events for the purchase of property Of 10 kind a
building "
When asked if he would provide a
special notice to the sororities when propert) became asailable he said he would
be happy to pros ide that
"But there is no need to tell sororities
if someone is moving if the properts
is 'not legally available to them
anyway," he said.
Lick said there weretwo major pro
blems the sororities would find in
des eloping a house: the legaltty of opening the sorontv and the question of
whether he and the university would
perceive a sorority house as the hest
utilization of university space.
"There are a lot of legal proceedings
to go through wheneser someone deals
with any property; I would base to make
sure thc sorority °graphed with all o4.;he
laws when they established a house.
"Whether or not the space is being
put to its best use would be decided
ultimately by me. but I would not make
my decision without a wide variety of input," he said.
Tom Aceto, vice president for Administrative Services, said there was no .
• question in his mind that a sorority
house could open on campus legally.
He said during his term its office he •
has given the sororities three opportunities to take over abandoned fraternity houses,
"They were offered the opportunity'
to rent the houses for a period of time,
but they declined .every time," he
said.

—In an attempt to encourage higher
standards in broadcast media, WCSHTV News Director Jeff Marks spoke
before members of University of
Maine's Alpha Epsilon Rho fia
Wednesday night at Hilltop Commons.
Marks was featured as the keynote
sneaker after seven nev• members were
officially initiated into AERho, the national broadcasting fraternity .
"1 hase battled to try and cons ince
reporters that every reporter is an investigator." he said.
--- Many_ professionals working in
- 'broadcast media lick the knowledge.
skills, or initiative to perform successfuly in today's market, he said. These factors, combined with the media's lack of
confidence in the public's level of interest, have helped create an environment of lower expectations, he said

Throughout his lecture. Marks
sighted examples of stories the
it;ricr,c2npi.hli,- would finst--inwesting
but generally are not covered.
"You've got to believe that your audience has some sense," he said.
"We come on the air at 6 p.m. every
night and tell people whatever we want
to tell them."
Marks said that reporters working in
broadcast media today focus too heavily on presentation and style at the expense of content. Many stations, including his own, will often prefer indis iduals trained in specialized areas to
many journalism graduates, he said.
-We can't claim to be able to sup.
plant the written word." he said;
"WI.don't have the time to pursue
story as in-depth as print journalism."
-Marks added that broadcast journalism could be greatly improved and Broadcaster Jeff Marks (left) mid AL Rho New England regional representative Mkkael
students dedicated to getting. a .solid
Apple, sit with the inductees of UMaine's AE1Rbo chapter. __
education will have notable advantages
finding work in that medium

the 7th annual UMaine

A defense
against cancer
can be cooked up
in your kitchen.
there is CV11.1C11( c that
diet Ind cancer Aft- related
fs*How these ms;alit* Atomv in
y our daily diet to redo& c
chances 4 getting c'Amer
1. Eat more high fiber foods
such as fruits and vegetahle•
and whole-grain cereals

2. los luck- dark grccI) at id,
sk-cp s-elk iw fruits and s cwt.&
Hes nth in sit.inuns A .uul C
3. 1114. 11.14:1C cabbage. finis s oh,
hru‘srls sprouts. lothlrahi and
caulifliisver
4. lie moderate in llirisump
-lion of IsAlt-s.ured.smyked._ And
nitrite-cured foods
5, tu.t d(wwn on total fat intake from animal sources and —
fats and i'uls
6, u.(nd obesity

II

AMATEUR

art COMPETITION AND EXHIBIT

awards: No S50 grand awards
entries due: Tuesday, Nev. 24, 1987
(2-0 art / say medium)
exhibit dates: Dec 4 - Fob. 7, 1111111
(bank aellteriew lobby)
pen to any UMitiC Student faculty or staff member ,rvno is an amateur
OBTAIN COMPETITION GUIDELINES FROM DIRECTOR'S OFFICE,
MEMORIAL UNION

sponsored by
Center for Student Services and the University Art Collection

sz*•••-

Rodger's Ski Outlet
"Home of the original discount ski shop"
is coming to your campus.
November 30th & December 1st
9-5
9-4
Complete No Wax
X-C Ski Package
$217 Value
Only $89

Dynastar Goretex
thinsolate Gloves
$50 Value
Only $25

Polyproptylene
long underwear
$20 Value
Now $15

Pre 800 UVC
$265 Value
Now $69

Misc. Ski Bags
starting at
$15

Scott Goggles
$35 Value
Now $15

Lange Sweatshirts
$25 Value
Now $7

Toohni011 Galaxy

Int Root
$USS Value
Now $79

--_

lams

North & South Lown Rooms
Student Union
All sweaters
by EIR 50%
off list

Scott Poles
$35 Value
Now $15

Dachstem Winner
Int Boot
$200 Value
Now $139

X-C Poses
$15 Vlue
Now $10

Dynastar-Coarse SC
Int/Adv Ski
$3.50 List
Now $159

Stop by this sale to receive a coupon for 2 for 1 lift tickets
for SUGARLOAF and be eligible to win a Season Pass!
THERE ARE TOO MANY SPECIALS TO MENTION! SO
HURRY IN FOR THE GREAT DEALS WHILE THEY LAST.
•
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Artist James Linehan paint-1 w'

-

James Linehan stood an top of
esening early
Carnergie Hall one
last spring waning for the precise moment the University of Maine campus
would be enscloped in a resplendent
sunset.
When the4rarnatie- red and gold sky,
rolling clouds, shadows and reflections
suffused the buildings. visible through
still- leafless trees. Linehan began taking photographs.
.
In a series of shots, he captured a
panoramic view, including the spire of
Stesens Hall, the rooflane of the
Memorial Union. the president's House,
Winslow and Holmes Halls, and the
steamn plants smoking stack - all familiar
stglIt‘s= to generations of UMaine
students.
But it takes more than buildings and
trees to show spirit and instill pride, so
as Linehan creates a mural for the
,Bodviell Dining Area of the Maine
Center for the Arts(MCA). he will add
some tangible pieces of history and hidden stories for viewers to discover and
unras el.
Linehan. UMatne associate professor
of art; was awarded the commission to
prOduce a work of art that would con-

mural for MCA

and the romantic allure of the ..arnpus
.es two particular interests Of the (lass
at twilight.
of 1944, which raised funds to help
To meet the dimensional demands of
create the dining area.
the architectural space and the subject
The project is being spearheaded by
class member Russell BodwelLa Glen
matter, Linehan will paint his largest
Head, N.Y. resident who has been a
landscape yet, 5-by-27 feet, and create
long-time supporter of the MCA. Other - a scrapbook of memories on another
"Stein Song" Committee members acne
5-foot high cans as, measuring nearly 12
Richard Knudsen. Class of '45, of
feet across. The acrylic-on-crms as work,
to be delivered in the spring, will
Falmouth Foreside. and Dorothy
dominate the walls thong the dining s
Erikson. Class of '42, of West Boylston,
area
Mass.
"Pan of their interest was in visual
In the middle of the le;t section,
Lmhan will paint the words to the Maine
decoration and they wanted something
Stein Song and the full song shed, into honor the Maine Stem SOng and consey a sense of school spirit," said Joel
cluding all the notes. from the 1930 version featuring Rudy Vallee on the coser.
Katz, MCA executive director.
Around the rest of the canvas, he will
Linhan's proposal. titled "Matter and
paint postcards, snapshots- of campus
Spirit," was selected by the review comlife, football programs and other
mittee because his style seemed sery ap,iirninibilia from an era of youthful
propriate to what the work needed to
optimism in the midst of war.
relate, accodriog to Katz.
For his models. Linehan asked some
That style, said Linehan, is•"pret t
Class of 1944 rncuibers to send in
eclectic," a combination of abstraction,
photos, and he gleaned other images
reidsim,, and of scales. For -the MCA
panning, he draws on multifarious
from the archises in Fogler Library.
He also talked with Bodwell, who
sources to incorporate a sentimental
campus journey,told through images of,_shaired the MCA Building Commingle.
people and events from the 1940s. the
"He kept saying that even though he
knows it's an old-fashioned notion. he
thrill of the Maine Stein Song.

wished people today had school spirit
hki-they,used to." Linehan recalled.
That's the iddrandAr vitality he hopes to portras
As siewers move to
mchan's panoramic view of the casa:pus at sunset, painted from his series of
photographs, will unfold across the adjoining wall It will illustrate the second
seise of the school song, particularly the
lines: "To the trees, to the sky! lo the
spring in its glorious happiness "
"I want it to instill pride in the campus. It's a beautiful place," said Linhan,
who has taught at ,UMaine since 1983
The sheer size and proporational es. ,
acmes of the work will pose the major
challenges for the artist. "With a landscape that large, it:.‘ difficult to sustain
the look of one Piece and make it work
over a long distinct,' Linehan
explained.
At the other end of thc scale.
recreating all the minute details from
postcards and snapshots is a tedious job
that can take hundreds of hours of
work. "Thai',s rsperiall)t_ haul hoc.
restless person; but people like the close
realism," Linehan said

Yes rebounds to top after fadeout in 1970s
by kart Win

The most progressive rock band "of
the 1970s had to be Yes.
In the dawn of age, when )es had
such primordial albums as, "The Yes
Album," "Fragile," and "Close to
the Edge, only Led Zeppelin and
Pink Floyd ni5sed them out fan-wise.

)es did eventually die out during the
coming of the 80s, but came back
abruptly with 1983's. classic LP
''90125,"
Nearly four years later, "Big
Generator," Yes's latest effort, is up
by the top ten spot and getting much
airplay.
One reason for Yes's big success since
"90125" is South African bred Tres or

re.

Rabin. Rabin, classically influenced, is
the guy responsible for the spine-chilling
solo on, "OW ner of a Londy Heart,"
who added highly melodic socals. and ,
put the danceable rhythms back into
res.
Rabin also co-produced "Big
Generator," mixed, engineered,
wrote, sang, and did all the string arrangements on "Big Generator."

'Like George Orwell's "1984::
Yes's "Big Generator" combines an apprehensive look at the future and the
need for love. But unlike Orwell's
dismal outlook, Yes's outlook is estfernely positise and hopeful.
The title track, 'Tits Generator."
featuring Squire's cleser bats work;sets
a futuristic mood with jerky, mechanical
(see VIS Page 5)
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Department of Music showcases
talents with upcoming recital
This is the time ot the sear when the
University of Maine Department 01
Music showcases the talents of many of
its students and faculty. Artexample is:
the forthcoming graduate piano recital
a/
by Ingrid Solomon, a candidate for
master's degree in music.
The Solomon recital will be presented.
Nov. 22,11 cm., at the UMaine Lord
Recital Hall. The performance is free
and open to the public. For further information. call 581-1240.

Solomon will perform Schubert's
"Impromptu Op. 142, No. 3, 'Intermezzo Op. 117, No. I," Mozart's
"?Fant&sit KY 475" and Beethoven's
"Sonata OP. 28"
Solomon. who lives in Bangor,
minored in music while earning a
bachelor's degree in psychology from
UMaine in 1982. Her recital is presented
in partial fulfillment of a master of
music in performance degree.

University Club unveiled

5
AC11106111
1 Dance step
4 Member of doer
family
9 Japanese sash
12 Cloth measure
13 Sign of zodiac
14 Poke
15 Pigpens
17 Missives
19 Tropical fruit
21 Brown tow
22 Gift
25 Malay C111.10•S
29 French article
30 Char &cloy mi.(
32 Hindu garrna.nt
33 Organ of
heating
36 Iliaventy bodies

I
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The University Club is a place
white UMaine administrators, facul t y. and staff can unwind after a
tediow4 day at work, or have an enjoyable meal in a related
environment.
Or 4.1 rt? Could it be that twisted
and perverse things, beyond the imagination of our young minds are.
happening daily on the third floor of
the union, behind those huge ask -like
doors
The folk-wing Would seem to indicate this to be the case
--.The University Club
is really a pub
where faculty
administrators
and staff
can order a draft
and really get plowed
since students aren't allowed
to enter those doors

iural for MCA

ampu1- -__wished people today had school spirit
the,.. used to," Linehan recalled.
usds of
That's the i.- -- rimdihe vitality he hopes
iubject
to ponras
largest
As viewers :nose to the --right._
create
_Linehan's panoramic slew of the camnother
pus at sunset, painted from his senes of
tarty 12
photographs, will unfold across the adI work,
joining wall. It will illustrate the second
g. will
verse of the school song, particularly the
irking s
lines: "To thel trees, to the sky! To the
spring in its glorious happiness."
onion,
"I want it to instill pride in the cam. Maine
pus. it's a beautiful place." said 1,,inhan,
eel, in who has taught at ,UMaine since 1983.
130 setThe sheer size and proporational es
coser.
acmes of the work will pose the major
he will
:ampus. challenges for the artist. "With a landother scape that large, its difficult to sustain
the look of one piece and make it work
3ut hful
oser a long distinct,' Linehan
explained.
d some
At the other end of the scale:.
end in
recreating all the minute details from
images
nary.
postcards and snapshots iS a tedIOUS job
who that can take hundreds of hours of
work• "That's evPrvisity -bard ftor. a
restless person; but people like the close
ugh he
realism.- I nehan s.11.1
ion. he

ut in 1970s

!nced, is
-chilling
Heart,"
als. and
sck into

I 'Big
incered,
[ring ar-

like George Orwell's "1984_11
Yes's 'Big Generator" combines an ap-prehensive look at the future and the
need for love. But unlike Orwell's
dismal outlook, Yes's outlook is extremely positive and hopeful.
The title track, "Big Generator.''
featuring Squire's cleser bass work,. sets
a futuristic mood with pesky, mechanical
•
(see YES page 5)

lq

We're used to seeing Love And
-Rockets releases -shoot right up the
alternatise charts, so ' when
EurthStrit. Moon quickly _jumped to
number one on the Gavin Report's
alternative list, It wasn't a surprise.

upon the third floor
and see their teachers under the
bleachers.
—Drunken binges
lampshades with fringes
Jesting on heads
eyes bloody red
young and old
thc booze takes hold
bellies start dropping
no point in stopping
. slurred talk
'staggered walk
waitresses in mini-skirts
waiters without shirts
a truly hideous sight
from opening past midnight'
Actual!), 1 imagine Thetnisersity Club is probably a pretty nice
place. put -one never knows.
This a prime example of what a
shortage of Tom Collin 's mix can do
to an avid vodka collin's man.

Jonathan Butler loves the fact that
he just can't seem to get a break.-The
poor guy's been on the go`. for
months, but you won't hear him
complaining.
Jonathan's self-titled _
album is nearing a gold certification
and Jive is about to release the single
and video to his lose ballad, "Take
Good Care Of Me."
And in between sold-out concert
dates with Whitney Houston,
Jonathan sat down with the folks at
People magazine. Look for his fulllength interview in an upcoming
issue. The does remain, with all this
success, will Jonathan ever get back
to London to see his family again?
Only time - and fans - will- tell.

•

.

-

-

very pleaWhat is a surprise
sant surprise is watching the "Big
Time" release leap from -174 to a
bulleted -89 on Billboard's pop
album chart ifl just two weeks.
I he reason? Mainstream' rock
radio fans are finalls getting a taste
of the hand's sound with lAR's first
•,'NO WU' Tale to Tell."
Love And Rockets officially opened their U.S. tour last Saturday in
Stonybtook, N.Y., and will be performin throu h December

49 Location
50 Plots
54 Water sower
57 Garden tool
58 Aromatic herb
60 Sock
61 Shade tree
62 Famed
63 Piece out
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Music News
-New York - Despite earlier plans,
r: Mister will be sneaking quite a
feviIt.S- concert- -dates in over the
next few months, ,
Starting Nov. 27, the group will be
performing all over the country to
support "Go On," which features
their new single. "The Border."
Don't miss the Meiert Avisdirected video to this. song-, either:
„quite a bit Of it was filmed underwater to complement the dream-like
uality of the song. Frontman
Richard Page bras el y took the plunge
for the scenes

45 Nonprofessional
47 Rocky hal

4 ' Ill

3

EN

by Kola Bran

37 Mati•
38
flag 40 Muse of poetry
42 Note of scree
43 Both?

.The buzz about'David Ruffin and
--Eddie Relic:Ma's album is turning into a very load roar. Despite the ct that
it's been over two decades since the
_ Temptations - founders shared a
spotlight, 'first single "I Couldn't
Believe It" from the RCA artists'
self-titled album, jumped from -50 to
a bulleted -30 on Billboard's black
single chart in two, weeks.
The - heartiest congratulations to
Starship'.s Mickey. Thomas and his
wife Sara on the Nov. 4 birth of
Taylor Noel Thomas. Taylor, we
hear, is a happy, pretty baby, but the
real question is, does she have perfect
•
itch?

Fouled
39 Partner
41
Citizen of Rorne
City in Nevada
50 That wornan
51 Mountain
Dress border
53 Pose tor portrait
SS Kind
Sudsy brew
point
59

CO1iirii Pat SS itav1C-1

Yes
sentence structure% and constant time
changes.
The album's eloquence comes
through during "Almost Like Love"
and "I'm Running," • which arc both
based upon nuclear war. "Holy
Lamb," the album's last song and last
lyrics tells its listeners, "and all we need
to know/ is that the future is a friend
of yours and mine."
Ye.s definitely carric5 a positive
outlook on the age of tomorrow.
Yes's best musical efforts on "Big
Generator" are the three songs that have
already received plenty of air-play. These
are "Rhythm of Love," with a similar
".star sound,"Love Will Find
a Way, and "Shoot High, Aim
Low."
:

(continued from page 41

"Love Will Find a as ," opening
with Rabin's string arrangements, is
played with much emotion, catchy, and
is the first video-single release.
"Shoot High, Aim High," an eerie,
slow track, exhibits Anderson's and
Rabin's vocals intertwining perfectly.
Rabin's riff is excellent but should have
been carried out much longer.
In truth, Yes hasn't sounded this
clean cut in many years. But if you're
looking for another "90125" out of
"Big Generator," forget it!
The wheels don't even come close tci
spinning as fast as "90125"s did. The
three songs you hear on the radio ate the
best that "Big Generator" cranks out.

d the sports
1

FIGHT
CANCER.
EAT
YOUR
VEGETABLES.
Tlwrets strong evi
dence your greengrocer
_has access to cancer
find
Pr(,tection you sal

in any doctor's office.
Like broccoli, peaches,
spinach,tomatoes. citrus
.fruits and various other
types of fruits andvege- tables. They may help
reduce the risk of some
ksrms of cancer.
Write for more information

AMERICAN
c CANCER
SOCIETY
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ethat
The goy-lets-are a
U S. goes behind the
SOV`iel-Aineifican "CaptioEtri n4tyitotPolitical atrocities
of
kinds
the
iitcomPlith
to
scenes
dtaloguegv7e pOliticiiins of eirhee.courttry the
nly. American
goverriluerii.Ziomplitt.pPe
own
their
.
questions
-to speak openls. or dadge .,
.cipptirtunity
. cians grappling
familiar
the world of international affairs are
in
•-way
their own
always cautious about a free press TheSoviets are not.
CaR
-1)trou#hout the discussion on AlWf-i'hilight1efO';
'
tol Hill
sinators-and participants Actin their- Sad,
• MOM importantly, the Soviets understand that the
audience held - to an "emotional theme'and repeatedly
U.S. operates clandestinely in achiesing the kind of
Representatives
abuses.
rights
human
mentioned Sosich
totalitarian impact their own gosernment is.known.for.
of the Supreme Sosiet and their anchorperson. lenoid
review of contemporary ismerican histors reseals thii
-A
information
factual
enough
with
Countered
Zulotiessky.
.
in bold colors.
---hypocnsy
-fe completely offset the questioners.
Though many American officials have.Admittedly
surc,
be
to
incomplete.
was
The Soviets' information
complied with covert activities of the_sickest. most.
fOcusing
but they were always able to skirt questions
destructive kind, speakers ,chosen in Tuesday's dialogue presentaion;
their
on the weaker elements of
retained a strong focus on Soviet human rtghts, abuses
cOmmunication.
without considering American atrocities.
Soviet
for
contempt
conveyed
American attitudes
What they failed to recognize Was a mutual
'human rights abuses hut campletly overlooked those
of the "balance of terror."
understanding
enapproach
This
committed by their own government,
rights abuses with the Soviets will
Discussing
human
couraged Soviet disrespect and insured that their '
remain ignorant in confronting
we
nowhere
if
us
take
would
questioners
answers would/tee less direct than
the dark side of U.S. foreign policy
have liked.
. .Other areas of diplomacs are threatened by C S inDeveloping mutual understanding *as the central
to come forth and present a realistic assessment
ability
theme in this dialogue iticti=cemmon ground was
foreign policy .
own
its
of
opspoke
(12-N.11,
established when Sen. Bill Bradley
(7onflict and disagreement leads to greater conflict.
timistically on the arms control issue
Representatives of the American people should not be
Bradley and others successfully underscored the UM-.
for things which might cmharras the Sosiets
groveling
nent mutual benefits a cooperative assessment of
tactics mean a great deal to some at
diplomatic
Cheap
.
superto
bring
nuclear and consentional forces might
home, hut don't carry much weight overseas.
power relations.
Howeser. they ignored-an essential ingredient in
Azypea1-6
superpower communication.

To

Linda McGivern

The .friendly sky has become a
pretty Ominous place to be. especialls in
an airplane
This week alone., nearly 100 people
were killed or injured in plane crashes.
I don't know about anybode else, but
that -makes me just a little.wary of•entrusting my *ell-hung, both physical
and emotional, to any company within
the airline industry, •
According to a recent attack by Dr id
Knight-Ridder
of
Ashenfelter
ties.%paper s..nearly one of every three
of this nation's pilots believe airline
trtsel is less safe than it was 10 year%
ago.
That means that more than half of
these pilots' are worried about flying
themselves anyplace. Thai.is a scary
thought.
..
I like to attnbute the demise of safe
air travel to deregulation_ *pother of
Ronald Reagan's brilliant ideas to move
the federal government toward stricter
laissez-faire policies.
So, in effect, what this means is that
the skies are full of aircraft, all frantically avoiding mid-au collisions, while air
ports are full of maintenance workers
who are frantically avoiding strict
maintenance procedures in order to save
a buck
And where does this lease all of us
fly-o-phobes'
Speaking frankly, it leaves me on the
ground, in a train, or in some other
' alternatise form of transportation, like
a ('AR
.. Now, people -who fly airplanes, or
work for airline companies, or who are
otherwise occupied with the death
machines. will say one is much safer in
an airplane than in a car. They quote
BAG k
these rather biased statistics, which proOCILYWCt.ED
bably don't take into account the fact
that F.AR fewer people travel in
airplanes than in cars. '
OK -Thai's fine, but I would prefer
to die close to the ground than plummet
to the earth from heights at which
tmobe
other .nature never intended humans
.
,
Will. I'm all for 'chances in
technology and everything — I can't advocate the use of horse and buggy for
net- more. But in light of recent happenings within the airline industry, I think
it would behoove the American public
to boycott "crash cover-ups.”
Lltr.RTI'OF•Wkii Icrererrw
After each major disaster, we ,arc
bombarded with explanations of.what
happened it was improperly position- '—
vot. 101 no. 56
Friday, November 20,1987
cd wing flaps, it v.a; the wind-shear
phenomenon, it was pilot error..
Nevispapers are filled with speculative
stories
for weeks about individual
Ian Veriefeuille„Wanaging Editor
I Inds McGivern
Bill Carollo, Editorial Page Editor
disasters and then suddenly _nothing.
Jan Vertefeuille, City Editor
Jon Bach, Magazine Ediror`
Editor
Have he ever really discovered
Ke%in Deetnch, Sports Erntor
Beth McKenzie, Photo Editor
definitively the cause of a major jet
Dave Greely. Sports Editor
Brenda Smith, Productum Manager
h?sible
pos
cras
Joe Merrill
Cathy Bergeron, .4111,r-riving- tfunagrr Karen lUncroft..4 dv. Producrum Manage
JUSTICE (
aie.ri
O.IRUPTION and IN-;--Manager
BlIsiness
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Linda McGivern is driving three days
to Wichita, Kan. for Christmas rather.
than .flying.
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The Maine Hunger Week
Committee would like to give a
brief scenario of last Saturday's
13()TTLEDRIVE. We gathered
in the parking lot at about 9:30
and organized ourselves and the
tasks that needed to be done.
First on the agenda was a trip
to the Wilson (enter (Maine
Christian Association). There
we picked up bags and bags of
bottles and cans and the first
donation of our drive.
I got relegated to the parking
lot and painted signs to keep
warm -until Sigma Alpha Epsilon arrived with their donation. Then I got to sort dozens
and dozens of bottles and cans
for return.

SAE .contributed to a large they dropped of their bundles
few
part of the day's collections and of donations. We had a
helped start the morning on a more donations from different
positive note. Slowly but sure- people who were passing
ly the rest of the committee through the gym parking lot
dropped off donations from the ,and everything was sorted.
After returning our collecdorms and supplied me with
enough work to forget that it tions of the day, we closed up.
was Saturday morning and it happy that so many people
took the time to help out.
was a bit chilly.
We'll be there, in the parking
At that point, the ladies from
Gamma Sigma Sigma were lot of the fieldhouse under the
in this Saturday moralrcad.,L and about --M—ala
strategically placing flyers ning, from 10a.m. to lp.m.
We are pleased that last
around campus. Just about the
time I started to, lose faith, 1 week's drive was as successful
spotted four lone figures mak- as it was and, are looking foring their was across the parkng ward to a response that more
wee_ks drive.
lot laden with bags and:hags of than doubles last
on the way
is
Thanksgiving
bottles.
-.cans and
alot betfeel
you
wouldn't
and
These cheery gentlemen were
down to a
sitting
about
ter
and
Nu
Sigma
from
brothers

turkey and the fixings knowing
that you helped out some people who aren't as well off as
yourself?
I know, we're all students
and I don't always have the
funds to eat as well as I should
either, but I always seem to
have the 60 cents for a soda or
to spend at The Den, and I
know that I don't return the
bottles and or cans unless
things are really tough.
I'm just asking you to think
before you throw that can away
and either find the box for cansin your dorm—or bring. them .
down to us on Saturday. Every
little bit helps.
A very Special thanks to the
Wilson Center (MCA), Sigrtia
Alpha Epsilon and Sigma Nu

r adsances in
ing — I can't ad r and buggy for
if recent happenLiglUstly.
, I think
VACI1C2111 public
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Organization helps teaiihers IocáW job opening*
I o the editor
The Foreign and Domestic
Teachers -Organization needs
teacher applicants in all fields
from Kindergarten through college to fill over six hundred
teaching vacancies both at
home and abroad.
Since 196& our organizatusn
his been finding vacancies and
locating teachers both in
foreign countries and in all fifty states. We possess hundreds
of current openings and have
all the information as to
scholarships, grants and
fellowships.

The pociple problem with
first year teachers is WHERE
TO FIND THE JOBS!
Since college newspapers are
always auoutius to-find positions
for their. graduating teaChers,
your paper may be interested in
your teachers finding employmint for the following year,
-and print oour request for
teachers.
Our information is FREE
and comes at an opportune
time when there are more
teaching
than
teachers
positions.
Should you wish additional
our
about
Information

organization, you may write
The National Teacher's Placement Agency, Universal
Teachers, Bo* 5231. Portland.
Oregon, 97208
We do not promise every
grduate in the field of education
a definite position, however, we
do promise to pros sde them
with a wide range of hundreds
of current vacaracy.notices both
at home and abroad.

John P. McAndrew President
Foreign & Domestic
Teachers

Quiet consideration is requested in the library
••
As we approach the final few
areas, and there is no ready
To the editor:
Lately the Library has been
receiving an increasing number
of complaints from students
who cannot find a quiet place
to study, particularly in the
evening.
This long-standing problem
is due partly to lack of seating
space, especialls' group study

solution to this without a
building expansion or new
building.
Unfortunately there are few
quiet spaces anywhere on campus, and it is frustrating for
students to come to the library
in search of quiet and then be
disturbed by the conversation
of others.

weeks of the semester I urge all
library- users to be considerate
of others and to refrain from
socializing and talking in
Library study areas, especially
those designated as quiet areas.
Your thoughtfulness will be
appreciated by many of your
fellow students.
Elaine M. Albright
Director of Libraries

Celtic club welcomes you
We will also be planning
other events such as guest
I would like to thank all of speakers, and a possible Celtic
be
you who came to the Celtic foods festival which will
Club meeting we had in the stu- open to the public.
Please feel welcome to stop
dent union this semester. I was
the Coe
quite pleased at the number of • by Monday night in
will be
There
p.m.
7
at
Lounge
people who showed up.
of inThis following Monday as 7 Celtic music, and plenty
Bring
meet.
to
people
teresting
p.m. in the Coe Lounge, the
Celtic Club will again hold a friend.
another meeting, this time with
the interest in planning our ‘lise le mens
James McCarthy
spring trip to Cape Breton,
Canada.
To the editor!---

Chris J. O'Connor

Commentary
! I would prefer
id than plummet
rights at which
itended humans

for taking the timeto'card and
bring us their "empties." To
Gamma Sigma Sigma sisters
who donated their Saturday
morning and helped publicize
this important event.
We are challenging all other
organizations on campus to
take part in this Saturday's
drive when we will be keeping
count of which organization
donates the most cans/bottles
to the Maine Hunger Week
campaign. Wc believe UMaine.
cares, -help us- prove it. -

In search of the white-tailed parking space
Those of you who have ITICI with frustration wkle
searching for a parking spot an campus may be
something wrong. Parking at thci.noersity of
Maine is not merely an act that one performs at will,
it is a skill to which one must devote time and
thought to develop. This skill is very much the same,
elusive
as the skill required lo successfully stalk the
white-tailed deer.
The first fundamental fact that any would-be
parker must realize is that parking spots at the
Lino ersity_of Maine are not lifeless blocks of earth
and asphalt 1 hes are aware and alive with keen
senses •

The early parker is the most successful-. Early in
the day UMaine parking spots have not yet become
totally conscious, still grazing as the first fingers of
light ftsrcc their *ay through the trees, and so are
more ulnerablc. But as the sun creeps above the
!recline to fill the morning air with light, parking
spots become skiddisti.By mid-morning most choice spots have gained
legs and wandered far from the center of campus
o linger near the fringes or nen creep into the
Unisersity Forest where they are protected along
with the other wildlife.

Like white-tailed deer, many parking spots will
stand in fields all day long in early fall, but as the
weather changes in mid-Novermber and snow
brushes the grass a dirty 5Ionde, these spots also
disappear into the outskirts. They learn, as the
semester Kogresses, that they have become easy
prey to students who by now have gained great experience in locating the elusive L-Maine parking
spot.
If you are one of. these students, you know how
difficult a task it is to find a stray parking spot
bedded down between buildings on campus. During the day, faculty, staff and students compete for
these spots and no one will allow one to lay around
very- long. Since night parking spots, like deer,
become much more visible after sundown, one
might consider coming to campus at. night .for a
auic-h_less_stressful_par king experience.
But if a person is . lucky enough to find
herself, himelf at the right place during daylight
hours, staring face to face with a stray parking
space, she/he still must identify this space as one
he she is licensed to take. For these spots arsprotected by lot wardens. Their job is to instire that
these stray spots arc not illegally claimed by one not
*licensed to -bag it.

This can induce hesitation in even the most eager
parker, for the wardens carry great 'authority and
levy heavy fines. If one hesitates long enough to
positiveliidentify a stray spot, she, he risks : -sing
it to a more efficient or less cautious parker One
must be poised and prepared for the park when the
opportunity presents itself.
This week I noticed a construction crew paving
the area across from the Maine Center for the Arts
in an effort to present an attractive environment for
par king spots..E.vidently.they knew_ what_ they were
doing. The very next day- I saw several parking spots
beginning to gather in thc center of this area.
Somehow I get the feeling that as soon as the construction crew leases, the parking spots will be gone
too.
It's doubtful that the above Os will actually be
of any help when you are late for-a class or appointment because you are Linable to find a "legal" parking spot. But when that inevitable event occurs and
your blood pressure begins to rise, ask yourself one
question: If the members of the university admwistration with the ability to do something about
this parking problem don't seem to tlke it seriously, why should I?
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Treat turkey with care for a delicious holiday

•

Cooking time is critical. In a convenA "young turkey" is usually 4-6
Thanksgiving is ra time -to savor. to
rtianuracturer instructions, is another
tional oven set at 325 degrees, figure on .
onths old. Hens normally weigh betgather family and .friends .around . a
option.
v. n 8-12 pounds. while toms can be
bountiful table..and shire good times
• The fresh or thawed turkey shoud be three hours for 12 pounds. pluS 20
twic s heavy.
washed thoroughly with cold's/eater, in- minutes per additional pound. If the
and -food-Ws an occasion that
In dsçrmining the size needed.fisare
shouldn't be rushed, and neither should
side and out. Arts utensils or cutting turkey it stuffed, allot an extra half
on appro match) three quarters to One
the turkey.
boards used should be scrubbed before hour total cooking time
The turkey should be placed breast
pound of t lsey per serving. That will
Instead of looking for shortcuts to
coming in contact with other foods.
provide a heç1y dinner portion and
pack a holiday and all the trimmings inEl-Begearmi recommends cooking the side up on a roasting pan rack. Cover•
some extra for rdbbling later in the day.
to hectic schedules. plan ahead and
stuffing separately, but if tradition calls mg it loosely with aluminum foil, with
Fresh turkeys sh uld not be purchasknqw what's needed before shopping
for a stuffed bird, go ahead. Just be the shiny surface next to the meat, helps
maintain and reflect heat
ed more than two da before cooking.
for the Thanksgiving bird, adsises Dr.
careful.
liudcthawmj
is
frozen,
lithe
bird
Drumsticks tend to dry faster than the
a
poultry
Mahmoud El-Begearmi,
Stuff the bird just before it goes in the
time in your schedule.
specialist with the University of Maine
oven. neser the night before. Allow rest of the bird. but wrapping extra foil
Ne%er thaw
meat
r00111
Cooperative Extension Service.
•
room for the stuffing to expand as it around the legs keeps them juicy.
temperature, which creates an idç1l conSimple precautions can minimize any
cooks, reducing the risk that it won't Basting with drippings during cooking
dition for bacteria to propagate:\keep
helps keep the breast meat moist
risk of a celebration spoiled by food
cook thoroughly.
the turkey in the refrigerator. allo ng
poisoning, but they are often forgotten
two days for a bird weighing up to
in the hustle and bustle of company and
pounds. three days for 16 pounds. and
Cooking.
four days for 20 pounds.
Salmonella, one of many bacteria
--common to all animals has gamed pro- - _ _In case of _unexpected schedule
changes, a turkey can be thawed in cold
minence because-of its rapid growth
Water. Put it in a waterproof hag and
nuts — could cut the risk of high blood
when left unchecked in fasorable conANAHEIM. Calif.(AP) — Women
pressure.
eepu totally 'immersed, changing the
who consume two mixed drinks a day
ditions, according to El-Begearmi. The
water about every 45 minutes. This pronia) be
percent more likely thin
bacteria can cause problems ranging
cess takes approximately six hours for
others to des lop high blood pressure
The studs, reported Mondas at the
from nausea to sescre somiting and
and those who ink milk may cut their
annual meeting of the American Heart
diarrhea and can be Particular1T-iii7----X-12.--WsUnd-litid, with another three
hours tacked on for every additonal four -risk, researchers id Monday.
Association. was based on question
jurious to children and elderly. persons.
pounds.
The researchers al •. found that higher
But stewing oser bacteria, which exmines distributed esery two years to
If the turkey fits, defrosting in a
intake of magnesium
58.218 nurses around the country aged
found in green
ist es ers where, es en in the cleanest kitmicrowave. in accordance with
leafs segetables. soshe s and some
chen, is a waste of time and effort. The
35 to 59
best approach is to learn and follow proper safety procedures in handling and
preparing food, El-Begearmi said.
•
Timing is the key, he stressed, and it
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE NEXT SE ESTER AT
should begin well before the holiday. _
FOUNDERS' PLACE & TIMBERVIEVV I •RONO
El-Begearmi offered the following

Beer causes high pressure

* * ATTENTIO

•

suggestions for a safe and tasty
Thnaksgis mg.
When buying a turkey, know how
many people are coming to dinner, and
how much leftover meat is wanted.
Look forthe USDA inspection stamp
and read the consumer information on
the packaging or labels.

3 bedroom apartments
• on site laundry

•2&
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* near campus
• playground

* *
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Come visit our new store in Old Tow
Choose from a wide selection of snacks',soda, and fresh-baked goods.
We have a great selection of plants for your room or apartment, too!
There's a lot more variety, but the same low prices,
at the store that gives you the best..ALL THE TIME!

REDEEM
THIS
VALUABLE
•C01)00-1C-1
AND SAVE!

6-Pack
Pepsi Free
With purchase of
One
Shop 'n Save Pizza.
customer. Offer expires 11-30-87
••s

Please, limit one per

BBC

Offer good only in our Old Town store.

•Ni Save

Ni Save
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)liday

mica'. In a conven5 degrees, figure on
! pounds, plus 20
mal pound. If the
ilio an extra half
time.
d be placed breasts pan rack. Coverlummum foil, with
it to the meat, helm
t heat.
0 dry faster than the
wrapping extra foil
keeps them plicy.
ngs during cooking
.st meat moist.

U. Chicago ousts whole student government
CHICAGO(CPS) — All 10 officers
Yet at the same time, the Universit
of the University of Chicago student
of North Florida's Student Senate &cidgov crnment have been ousted in the
ed to invalidate the results of a Sept._ 30
wake of a political.: scandal that
__election because a ballot boa was
rocked the campus.
mishandled.
- Within less than two weeks, the stu-' UNF's new voting, however, came off
dent body president has admitted to
without incident Oct. 27-28.
the misadventures at -Chicago were
• ballot-stuffing and new elections have
been ordered to replace all officers considerably less accidental.
1 he Scandal started when student
elected in the Oct. -14 and 11- race for
body President Kathryn Sampeck ad• Student Government Assembly seats.
'It's not unusual to have political milled to stuffing ballot boxes while sersing as a pop watcher: Sampeck said she
problems and bickering on student
governments here and anyplace else," was retaliating for what she considered
said university spokesperson [)avid election %ligation% by Yice President Jim
Rosen. But, "something quite as drastic Jacobsen
Jacobsen. meanwhile, was ordered to
tas trirst-ix not common "

essutre

c risk of high blood

rteli Monday at the
the American Heart
based on questioneNtl) two years to
nd the country aged

9
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University of Maine
Mcidel United Nations Organization
(UMMUN)

leave office Oct. 28 by a student Com- in the election, but certain procedural
mittee that learned he wasn't enrolled • flaws, and called fora new election" of
this fall.
all officers Nov. 10, Rosen said.
In addition, the committee discovered
that one or two of the 200 candidates
Sampeck.in a statemen(released after
didn't have enough signatures on their her reNignafion. called her actions "a
candidacy petitions.
momentary lapse of judgment, and. it
the committee "found in essence no has taught me a lesson I will never
es idence of widespread fraud and abuse for

This Week- Thursday-Saturday
All Windham Hill Products
$1.00 off!
eecords, tapes, and CD's!
-Pius selected CD's from other labels
$2.00 off the regular price.

The organization will be holding a meeting
on Nov. 23',- 4:00 PM, in the Sutton Lounge
(Memorial Union). For more information, contact
either: Joseph Helou (866-4148), James-Garland
(866-7512), or Prof. Baktiari (581-1869, 154 Little
Hail)

Dr. Records
20 Main

()row)
866-7874
4.4/04.4t. HEDGES

111.011.“.1011618La
"

Late Night Local Rides Again

)W-

to and from the infamous
*en RepT
Oronoka,this
Saturday for

;oods.
too!

9pm till lam
i.d. required

BBC

=NI&IVO

ye
I CPC.•e—,T4I Re...0
•

I

‘N

$3.00 cover

bus- will run from 8:30pm to lam and pick up at Micky D's,
the gym, york hall and 7-11 on the 1/2 hr

hang loose,jump the bus, and shake your bones
as only the dead can do

10
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'

Wrestling team in rebuilding- season
by Crag lsastin

The 1987-88 season looks to be another rebuilding
one for the University of Maine wrestling team_
Only junior Aaron Henderson and sophomore Jeff
--Putnam return from last year's 4-14 squad_ This year's
team will be composed of many firt year wrestlers, including nine freshmen recruits loaded with potential.
"We have eight(freshman)recruits from Maine and
one from Connecticut that were either state champs
or placed in the states in high school," said second•
_,Year_Coach Frank Spizuoco.
Spizuoco said he doesn't expect much from his
freshman class at first, but expects them to improve
•
as the season goes on.
"Being in their first year(of college wrestling). it'll
take a while to get acclimated to the college style of
wrestling. College wrestling uses a lot more Strength
and a lot less moves (than high school wrestling).

Moves in high school can't be done in college because
the entire program.
the strength level is higher." Spizuoco said
"Going to six tournaments gives our program more
"The'freshmen have lots of raw talent." Putnam
exposure for recruiting purposes," he Said, "It'll
also give our wrestlers exposure to different styles of
said "They Just have to develop. They have to refine
their talents to college wrestling."
a rest1ing "
The biggest problem the wrestlong team will enHenderson believes this group of freshmen could be
counter this year will be filling the weight classes.
the nucleus of a good team in a couple of years.
" "A lot of the freshmen are really good and they've
"Right now, we don't have ansOne to wrestle at 118
gone to all.the practices," said Henderson. "I think
lbs. and in the heavyweight class (above 190 lbs.).
We're also weak at the 1'7.1b. and .l90.1b. weight
they could progress much faster if they could practice
classes," Spizuoco said.
against some.es.
-people. instead of against
"We need more people to come out for the
themselves, If they stick with it, they could be a good
teamin_years to come_-''
team.," ttpnriersop said "'It would be rmic!!...Thertoe
The freshmen wage a-Oki orientation as Maine to have o full team."
wrestles in two tournaments before thc_crid of this
SPilmaco.wilLbeldoking to fill the void when four
semester, competing against more than two dozen, -Canadian teams come to UMaine for *freestyle a resitteams, including the defending Division I New England .ing tournament on Dec. 5.
.champions, Central Connecticut.
"Anyone is invited to wrestle," tarcf-firifiloco
Maine will wrestle in six tournaments overall, two "Hopefully a 1dt of wrestlers on campus will par• norc than last year. Spizuoco thinks this will benefit
ticipate.

Northeastern will challenge No. 1 Bears
forgets it. Walsh said.
Northeastern, 4-1-1 in Hockey East
and 4-2-I overall, is coming off one of
The University of Maine hockey team its biggest weekends in history, as the
travels into dangerous territory this Huskies beat Minnesota (then the No.
weekend as the Black Bears tangle with 1 team in the country) 3-1 and tlieNortheastern I. nisersity in what could Minnesota-Duluth 6-3.
-tx-an earty season showdossn.
--UMame forward Chi tan' Lalonde
While the Black Bears are currently was impressed with the Huskies'
the No. 1 team in the country. UMaipe disciplined play.
Coach Shawn Walsh doesn't look for
"They're a veteran team that's. very
his squad to roll over the Huskies.
patient." l alonde said "They have
"I think we'll play well, but that good size and thev're hard workers who
doesn't mean we'll win. If we can split are very well adapted to their tisk;•
down there I'll be horsy's, I realls will —
UMaine, too, enjoyed one of its most
(after all) Minnesota couldn't." ' successful weekends in history, beating
Walsh said, alluding to the University Boston University 7-5 last Saturday and
of Minnesota and the University of Min- thumping Dalhousie Uruversity 5-2 Sunnesota Duluth's losses to Northeastern day to earn the top spot in college
a week ago
hockey
It won't be easy, though as the Black
"1 was really pleased withrhe way the
Bears haven't won a game on the
went," Walsh said. "We got
weekend
Huskitn• home ice since 1981.
better with time. We were game
However, Walsh feels that fact mav
sharp."
work in the Black Bears' favor.
The Huskies are led by junior right
"Last year they beat us three times
and tied us once and I hope nobody' wing Dave Buda, the biggest player in

1118
81
5taff Write-

16
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ways Apple moves
you into the fast lane.
One way is with a
high-performance
Macintosh Lier3ona I
computer. The other is
with a high performance 12-speed Trek'
sport bike
And you get a chance
to win the second
simply by trying the
first. Either way you
can see where the fast
lane cart take you
So take the five minute
Macintosh demo and
'take a
chance
on winning the Trek
sports bike,87
• —0

Hocke)' East at'6-foot-4 and 215 pounds
and last week's Hockey East Player of
the Week, who has tallied sit goals and
eight assists for 14 point* through six
league games
Freshman Brian Sullivan (b--4-10) has
also had a prolific _start. as has John
Mews (2-5-7).
"They're experienced and they have
great goaltending." Walsh said.

•

MUSIC • MUSIC • MUSIC:,`MUSIC

MLR. 101 The Art of Listening to Music I
The nature of music arid tn• basic elements necesary for mteingent liStr
ing eximpillied in representative works of the great composers
CR 3
1000 1Cr50am IOVVF Room 120
MUL 102 The Art of Listening to Musk 11
The nature of music a,xl the basic 'foments neceasary for intelligent listen
ing exemplified in rec resentattve walks of the great composers
110.2-00pm MYSIF Room 216
CR 3

***NOTE TO ALL UNIVERSITY OF MAINE'
STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND STAFF 1

The two music courses above loot( alike, but they are notr
The llAtA. 101 will be directed to students that have not nad any previouS
experience in music The course will give the students a *along vocabutarY
of terms and listening experiences which We 0011Igned to expand the basit
understanding of the art form Music listening assignments will use the new
audiorviSual equipment in Fogier Library including the digital CO audio and
the interactive laser videodisc equipment
MUL 102 will start with the assumption that the student has had some
previous experience in music While terms and listening experiences also
will be a goal of the course. the focal point of study will be a one-semeetief
historical survey of music from 1800 to the present as experienced in
represeritatrve musical compositions Musfettstentrig`assignmerns with use
the new sudionosual equipment in Fogler Library including the digital CD
audio and the interactive laser videodisc equipment
As the instructor for both of these courses I wish to share as much of nn,
personal experiences as a performer and teacher as I can I will combine
traditional methods with new high-tech learning/leeching techniques that
should provide students with•choice of two quality approaches to the "art
of listening to music " If there are any questions feet free to call 1252

Richard 1.4 Jacobs
Mus,,
PrnsPsvp•

• MUSIC • MUSK
Contest ends Dec 10, 1987 Computer demo at 11 ShiNes Hall.

Indeed, senior netmindcr Bruce
Racine is one of the premier net minders
in college hockes today
Racine, an All-American last season,
has been sharp in the each going, bringing the best record in Hockey East
14-1=1) into this weekend's contests
In addition, he has the best goalsagainst-average (2.92) and save percentage 914) in HE action \
(see HOCIICE1 peer Ili

•

MUSIC • MUSIC •
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Dale Earnhardt named 1987 Driver of the Year
-

son
program more
he said. "It'll
ferent styles of

; team will eneight classes
o virestk at 118
aove 190 Ibt.).
190 lb weight

to Sunday's finale at Atlanta Interna- __chson in New York on Dec. 4 and will
Vi
Y()RK (AP) — NASCAR
points and six first - pliCe votes.
tional Raceway.
receive a diamond and sapphire ring and
stock car • star Dale Earnhardt. who
Elliott was second with 51 pointiand'
The stock car star was away from
a glass trophy.'
already IsailWock up his second straight
one first-place ballot:followed by GIldWinston Cup championship and thir4__ home on a hung trip Tuesday and was
The 35-year-old Niarth—CaroTinian if den With 38 points and two first-place
Unavailable for comment:
the 12th stock car driver and the 15th
votes, and Rahal with 34 poihts and the
- career title, has been named the- 1987
The other first place vote went to
Driver of the Year.
different person to win the -prestigious--- other top Vote.
NHRA pro stock drag racing champion
award in its 21 years.
The selection-bs a-national panel of
Also receiving votes in the fourth
Bob Glidden, who finished his season
mototsports writers and broadcasters
He also becomes the third consecutive
quarter balloting were sports car driver
Panelists
victories.
with
straight
four
Was announced Tuesday after Earnhardt
first-time winner, joining 1985 Bill
Jochen Mass of West•Germany, Transsole for only one driver in the final
Elliott, another NASCAR star, and
polled nine of 10 first place ballots.
Am champion Scott Pruett. Earnhardt,
balloting.
Indy -car champion Bobby Rahal. who
I-arnhardt has won II races and more •
racers Mark Oswald and [Jarrell
drag
Earnhardt will be honored at a lunwon in 1986.
than Si .5 million this season heading in
Gwynn and sprint car racer Stive Kinser.
Results of fourth quarter balloting by
Earnhardt won the first and thirdthe panel also were announced Tuesday,
(continued from, page 10) with Indy-car star Michael Andrrtti tak- quarter voting, while Rahal was the seing the honors with 70 of a possible 90 cond quarter winner.
McHugh lead UMatne in scoring with
AsSisting Racine defensively are %tan
12 points apiece. Golden has seven goals
&Qui hlueltners Claude 1 odin and Brian
and five assists through five games while
Dowd.
MFfuIh has registered four goals and
Josh knows what tusicam hasfodo
eight assists.
to come away from !scatthews *Arena
_
- Dave Capuamo is the only other Meek
with any success.
"We'll have to grind more and go `Bear in double figures-, as the
sophomore center has four goals and six
after them more;" -Walsh said. "We
assists for 10 points.
have to play an aggressive game.
Golden leads the team in power-pray
"The key is pressing them and makgoals with two, while Dave Capuano.
ing the transition from offense to
Saturday, November 21st
Jack Capuano, and I alonde each have
defense really quickly."
at 11:00 a.m.
one.
Added Lalonde "We know it's going
McHugh has the only two ()Mame
to be a tough WIWI bes.111.1Se ICS Our first
shorthanded goals of the season and
(Hockey East) back-to-back series
also has -one of the five Black Bear
"We're kioking to win the first game
game-winning goals. Golden and Dave
and after that we'll think about the sc/
$3 00 Entry Fee Entitles You To A T-Shirt. Register in the StuWensley also have game-winners while
cond game "
Guy Perron has a pair
dent Activities Office. Memorial Union Nov. 16-20th from
. UMaine will he boosted by the return
Vince Guidotti is the UMame leader
---OU senior defenscman Dave Nonis
8am-4pm. Registration & Check in the day of the race will be
in the plus minus category with a '11 to
Norm...Injured during the Black Bears'
in the lobby of the Memorial Gym from 10am-10:30am.
his credit and also has 10 penalty
:4-1 loss-to tile-U.S.()lymph: team. will
minutes to credit, good for the team lead
be at full strength according to Walsh.
The race starts promptly at 11 -00 in front of the Memorial Gym'
•••
along with Bob Beers.
Sponsored by the competitions committee a diyision
In the nets, both Al Loring and Scott
.
of The Union Board
A quick glance at the statistics sheet
king have been sharp, with each allowshows seseral Black Bears off to fine
ing an average of just three goals per
starts.
outing.
SCSCSIENCECIC:SC->C
inemates Mike Golden and Mike

•Hockey

••••

c out for the
x_inuch_-better

oid when four
freestyle %rind-

tard--SprThoco.
mous will per.

Come Join In_OnThe_Funl—
The First Annual
BLACK BEAR RUN FOR FU)141

3 MILE RUN

iminder Bruce
mier net minders

in last season.
riy going, bring
n Hockes East
nd's contests the best goalsmd sase percen.
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111F presents...

Pro, hSte-
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'A Night to Expect Something 1
Phenomenal"

CR 3

,••

The Ronny Romm Show of Psychic x
Phenomena & Entertainment

SI*

8 p.m. - 9,30 p.m.
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Like to
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Saturday. November 21
DAMN YANKEE, MEMORIAL UNION
2 Shows, 1 Price - $3 UM Students w/ID
$5 Others

•

VOW=

Dr. Dale W. Lick
President of the University of Maine

It may not be the
impossible dream.
Watch for dif.a—ilsr Thanksgiving break.

eal to the Mind & Feet"
IIC3gZigaiZiraCIPC

>

>C

J•C ..0•
C•C>C•C

Sigma Nu supports the United Way.

•
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*Mothers

tessationed from page 21

meet his needs.
"He sees more doctors in a'week than
most people see in their lifetimes,"
she said.
Ganem works about 20 hours a week
as a counselor at the Onward-Program.
for non-traditional students.
Sometimes, she said, it is frustrating
• making ends meet.
Because Scott has cerebral palss. she
said, he cannot be tn.sured, which means
she must rets. on child support to pa.% his
medical bills. That. howner, often
- means goirig to small clains court tojtsl
those pasmcnts from her ex-husband.
She also has found it frustrating try,
ing to obtain financial aid.
"1 had a mayor scholarship, but if 1
,
.0111111

took it I didn't Know if I would still be
eligible for human services aid," she
said •
Despite facing v. hat may seem like animpossible situation, she tries to make
the hest of it It often becomes a stria
of highs and lows. she said.
"The highs are realizing that the kids
and 1 hase learned to sursise in a was
that is unique and yet healths," she
said
"The lows are when finals are coming, the car is broken, there is no mono
and Scott needs to go for therapeutic
sets ices."
Howatt. Thuzston and Ganem say
because they haseto juggle school with
work and family life, their children hase

*NOW

DECEMBER OR PREVIOUS
GRADUATES
MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROGRAM

•.....•-•-•.•-•-•-•10..

-4

=====:

4-5p.m.
•

PLACE
Siessart Prisate
Dining Room
Stess art(ommons

• Tuesday, Nov. 24

•

12-1p.m.

Coe Lounge.
Memorial Union

Students MUST attend an information session
to obtain an application. Both on-campus and
off-campus students can choose to go to any
one of these sessions. Students need to attend
the entire session from the beginning to end.
(Approximately 1 hour)
Information ft fall 1988 positions will be
iforthcoming.
The Selection Process for Fall 1988 Positions
will begin second semester. The information
sessions for those will be Jan. 19-Jan. 22,1988.
Call Residential Life, 581-4581/ for further
/
information
.•
•
•-•-••••••-•

•

we

Cell

only

Monday, Nov. 23

1.1

•.•••••.••••11.•-•

Information for spring. 1988 positions
TIME

1)7

Kennedy wrote the decision in 1985
would tint -tots unanimous three-judge panel of
change the floor schedule.
the rhh U S Circuit Court of Ap
A broad coalitiOn of cisil_rights.
...,
ArPf•ttrk-=•-peekr—.1.iletie-40e-hesepped.40.
AMC
•
a
crvttlrbernes
--years
waged a successful, all-out fight'
against President Reagan's first
"He paid not the slightest attention
nominee for the court sacancs.
to findings of fact," which. Yard
Robert H. Bork.
said, showed that discrimination did
But the same groups hase not yet
exist
taken positions on Kennedy, urging
Kenneds said the disowns in pas,
a go slow approach until they comproof of a discriminatory
without
said
plete a study of his record. Yard
motise, does not stotate a federal law
she hopes the other groups will soon
banning on-the-job sex bias.
join NOW in opposition'.
that Congress,
"It is evident
Yard said her group was especialafter explico lconsideration, rejected
!) upset at Kenneds's ruling against
proposals that would hase prohibited
female' workers in the state of
lower *ages for comparable work as
Washington, who sought equality in
contrasted with equal work," he
pay with men holding comparable
wrote
yobs.

R.A. INFORMATION
SESSIONS SCHEDULE

DATE

Icouttnited from paw

said, but the earlier start

Hannaford Bros Co. a billion dollar retailer, doing
business in Maine, New Hampshire. Vermont,
Massachusettes and New York, is seeking a select few
to enter a very special training program.
Designed to develop talented individuals into our company's future leaders, this program is geared to provide
challenges and opportunities to high achievers
To be considered elegible for an interview, applicants
must. be graduating by year's end, have a 3 0 or better
G.P.A., have demonstrated leadership in school, be a
liberal arts. business or economics maior
INTERVIEWS: DECEMBER 2nd
Interested persons should contact the Office of Career
Planning & Placement at the University of Maine to get
more information and to sign up for an interview.
4

learned both how to beitideisendent and' Thurston said. "To know women
who hase done it and who hase grown
-a
how to say no to'things
now is good ro know. They are
children
son.
sees
-year-old
8
Hunter.
Howatt's
working, not poor.
himself as the other adult in the
"It really helped to build up a support
she said.
- for cranern's children, indepentienve - .group." she said.
Ganem said the support ?Kim friends
means thes realize that money is tight
and that sometimes thes hase to say, and other single parents has helped keep
her in high spirits.
'We can't afford that, mom.'
"You hase to be able to laugh."
Each of them relies heasily on friends
said "That is a survival skill "
she
for support.
Cianem, Thurston and Howatt each
Ganem often does things together
'as that despite the tough. sometimes
with Howatt and her children
She said when she went back to - frustrating conditions that accompans
juggling the two roles, thes are mdepen
school, she received peer counseling
iient. and therefore happy.
through the Onward Program.
"I'se allowed msself to feet good
"That first year was %nal to me."
about msself." Ganem said
she said

! was applying for a summer job between my rumor and senior year prospects
were dim considering what little I had on ms resume (so little, in fact, that I was
a bit embarrassed to use one). but what I did have on it helped.
My, then potaival employer, saw that dunng the academic poorI *XS AS
R A This gave me a lot to talk about, and gave the boss a good simoo to aim ale.
One year later, upon vadulitirqi, Iasset-40d a position with Tauslasonsessab
Mc) wanted to know about ms tenure as an R.A . as well.
I guess that once you've accepted a challenge,you continue to do so again aid
won Residential Life challenges sou to CHALLENGE YOURSELF- BE AN
R.A'

fro
spe

My expenense as a Resident Assistant helped me as an undergraduate and continues to help me now that I have graduated from the l nisersitv of Maine As
an undergraduate, the R A ph taught me a great deal about myself. other peo
plc. and my ability to communicate with others After graduation it
helped mc to get my first job which was working as a full time resident director
at Franklin Pierce college in !". H V• hen I decided to attend graduate /.4, hoof, at
helped me qualify for a graduate assistent tendertt director position (a position
which I currently hold) The most important thing the,R A experience did for
me was to help me make the dicasion to pusue a career ut student personnel To
be honest. I hase no idea where I would be right now or where I'd be headed
if I hadn't become a R A as an undergraduate here at the Unisersity of Maine
Sharon Has
As a freshman at %Meth College I really admired mJ A s (Junior assistants) helping me through a tough time, and I saw going after an LA. position as a way
to say "thank you"- to help others an return for being helped Along the same
lines. I am very interested in serving others and the R.A job seemed like a good
Way to besoine a resource for others, to share the infOrmation I hase about the
University through my work with Admissions as Dstigio-Guide and intern, and.
also with, Residential Life itself writing for the resident hall "Bulletin "
/raw Mcfarland
Since the beginning of my freshman year here at the l'niveruty of Maine. I sass
R Asia very positive, helpful people I used my R A as a counselor and
a resource person mainly, and she seemed to genuinely enjoy he_lpintostik.,That's
when I began to think-"Hey. I think I'd like to do that too." When I became
an R k I had a prets good idea of what the job demanded The incredible
demands on your time, and the fact that you are constantly a "rote model" can
create a kit Of stress at times I seems R A yob as the most educational and rewarding expenence I base had I hase learned cultural awareness, assertiveness, and
counseling-and sommunication skills Being an R A. has gisen me the opportunits
-as that I prohabls wouldn't otherwise
to become skilled in ate
Lkmna Trask
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